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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider a Schrodinger operator on R” 
H=d + q(x) (x = InI, n > 2) 
with continuous, radially symmetric real potential q such that lim,., q(x) = 
+co. We assume that q” exists and q’ > 0 for sufficiently large x. We also 
assume that 
4(x) = dW9 x+ co, (O-1) 
lim G = 0, 
x-co q (0.2) 
There exists k > 1 such that, if x > k, then 
k-’ < 07’(f) + 4(t) < k 
w’(x) + 4(x) 
(0.4) 
(0.5) 
for every t E (x, x + $G). 
It follows from (0.1) and [2] that H/&R”) is essentially selfadjoint. 
Thus H is uniquely defined as a selfadjoint operator. We denote by 
B(B,,B,) the Banach space B,. Let 
Lita = {flf(l +x)(~+~)‘~ E L,(R”), a > 0}, 
L;1-Q*9(R”) = {flf(l + Iql)‘/“(l + ~)-(~+a)‘* EL,(R”), a > 0). 
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For nonreal z the mapping (H - z)- ’ E B(L,(R”), L,(R”)) may be regarded 
as a mapping from Li+“(R”) into L;l-“‘q(R”). We can now formulate a 
“limiting absorption principle” for the operator H: 
THEOREM 0.1. Suppose that the potential q satisfies conditions 
(O.l)-(0.5). In the uniform topology ofB(L:+“(R”), J~;‘-**~(R”)), the limit 
R(h) = *l,%,,JH - z)-’ 
exists for any real A. 
Let { Ymj} be a complete orthonormal set of spherical functions on S”-’ = 
{if 1 x = 11. IffE Lp(R”), then 
f(Y) = Xu-w jg iI .fJx) yd2) 
( 
N,= 2j+n-2 j+n-3 
J 
j  
( j-1 p-1) 
f*j(x) = x("- I"2 
I 
sn-,f(a) ymj(g) di 
1 
If(~ 4 X<R .-- dx, = ‘f 3 JR I&(x)/’ a!x 
j=O m=l 0 
for almost all 2 E R” and every R > 0 (see [3]). Let H’ be the ordinary 
differential operator on R ’ (R + = (0, co)) defined by 
*‘=$- u+ 111 +q 
X2 
where 1 is the largest root of the equation 
12+l=j(j+n-2)+(n-l)(n-3)/4, j = 0, l,... . 
Note that j is uniquely defined by 1 and that j -+ oo as I+ 00. In the 
Appendix we define H’ as a self-adjoint operator on L,(R ’ ). Let 
L1+u(R+)= {flf(l +x) 2 (1+a)‘2 E L2(R+), a > 0}, 
L;l-“qq(R+)= {flf(l +q)1’4(1 +x)-(‘-~)‘~ EL,(R+),a> 0). 
If z is nonreal, the mapping (H’ -z)-’ E B(L,(R ‘), L,(R ‘) may be 
regarded as a mapping from L.i’“(R+) into L;‘-n*4(Ri). In Theorem A.2 
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of the Appendix we establish a “limiting absorption principle” for H’, i.e., we 
prove that 
exists in the uniform topology of B(Li-“(R +), L;‘-aq4(R ‘)) and for every 
real 1, under more general assumptions on q than (O.l)-(0.5). 
In order to prove this result, we first establish some asymptotic properties 
for the solutions of the equation 
y,- (If 111 
X2 
y+ (q-z)y=O. 
This is done in Theorem A. 1. One can prove that Lemma 2.1 of [lo] essen- 
tially contains this theorem. However our technique is completely different. 
In the Appendix, we introduce y,(x, A) as the solution of the equation 
y”+ 4- v+ ljr -1 y=o 
[ X2 I 
defined by the condition y,(x, 1) N xl+’ as x -, 0 and y2(x, A) as the solution 
of (0.6) defined by the conditions 
y2(m, 9 A> = 0, YS(Q A)Y,@,,A> = -1, 
m, = m,(A) is the first zero of y;(x, A) on (0, co). 
Lemma 1.5 gives estimates for ui(x) yz(x), 0 < x < m,, as 1 j co. In 
Lemmas 1.4-1.8 we investigate how the asymptotic representation at infinity 
of the solutions of (0.6) depends on the large parameter 1. These results 
enable us to prove in Lemma 2.2 that R’(A+) -P 0 as l-* co, in the uniform 
topology of B(Li+“(R+), L;‘-“*4(Rt)). In Lemma 2.3 we prove that 
(H’--2)-‘--t 0 as I-, co in the uniform topology of B(L’+“(R+), 
L;1-“~q(R+)),unifo~lyinzEU+(~,1)={z(Imz<0,~z-~~<1}. 
It is now easy to prove Theorem 2.1, using the representation (see 
Lemma 2.1) 
(H-z)-1f=xtl-“)/2 (Im z # O,fE L,(R”)). 
The limiting absorption principle for Schrodinger operators was first 
proved by Agmon [ 1 ] for the short-range case and by Ikebe and Saito [5] 
for long-range potentials. It was then proved for certain types of oscillating 
potentials by Mochizuki and Uchiyama [7] and for certain unbounded 
potentials by JHger and Rejto [8]. Our method enables us to obtain the 
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limiting absorption principle for potentials with the growth rate .,of x2, 
whereas in [8] the growth rate is at the most that of x. We shall also 
mention the results of Ben-Artzi [ 111, which are in considerable overlap with 
ours. His methods are completely different. 
The results of this paper enable us to prove the limiting absorption prin- 
ciple and to obtain a spectral representation for Schrodinger operators with a 
not necessarily spherically symmetric potential increasing at ipfinity. This 
will be done in a forthcoming paper. 
1. AUXILIARY MATERIAL 
In this section we consider the asymptotic behavior as x + co of the 
solutions of the equation 
yN + q(x)- (I:;), -I] y=o 
C 
(AER’), (1.1) 
for a large parameter 1. 
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose that Q(x) is a positive nondecreasing, continuous 
function for x > a. Let y(x) be a nontrivial solution of the equation 
y” + QJ = 0. (l-2) 
If {&I (k= 1, 2,.-l is the sequence of zeroes of y(x) on (a, CO) and {T,I~} 
(k = 1,2,...) the sequence of zeroes of y’(x) on (rl, co); then 
ProoJ Let Q,(x) = Q(x + <i - c$) and let z(x) be the solution of the 
equation z” + Q,z = 0 with the initial conditions ~‘(4~) = y’(<r), z(&) = 0. 
Let t be the first zero of z(x) on (&, co). It follows from the Sturm theorem 
that & - r1 = t - & > & - &. Similarly, we see that (a) is valid for each k. 
Substituting s = y2, t = y’* for x E (c&, rk) we deduce from (1.2) that 
dr/ds = -Q(x(s)). By th e mean value theorem, there exists xi E (&, qk) such 
that 
Y%) = Q(x,)~*(tld (1.3) 
Similarly, there exists x2 E (qk, &+ i) such that 
Y’*G+A = Q(xz)~*(rk). (1.4) 
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Since Q(xJ > Q(x,), it follows from (1.3) and (1.4) that ) y’(&+ J> 1 y’(&)l. 
There exists x3 E (&+ i, qk+ ,) such that 
Y%+,) = QWY%~+ 1). 
Together with (1.4) this proves that ( y(qk+ ,)I > 1 y(q,J, completing the proof 
of the lemma. 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose that R(x) is a positive, decreasing, continuous 
function for x1 <x ,< x2. Let y” = Ry and y(xl) > 0, y/(x1) > 0, then 
Y(x2)/~(xl) > t exPttx2 -xl) dZG)- 
ProoJ Let z(x) satisfy the equation 
z” = R(xJ z, 4%) = Y(X,>, z/(x,) = 0. 
Since y(x) > z(x) for x > x, and 
4%) = * @xP((x2 - xl> @GG) + expttx, - x2> t/R(x,))) 
the lemma is proved. 
We now assume that q(x) satisfies conditions (O. l)-(0.5). Let x, = x,(A) be 
the root of the equation 
q(x)= (l+ l)l +A. 
X2 
It follows from the monotonicity of q that x, is uniquely defined and that 
xl(A) is continuous in A provided 1 is sufficiently large. Note also that xl-’ co 
and 9(x1)+ co as I-, 03. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let R, be the midpoint of a finite interval I. Then 
xlt~>/xkU--, 1 as 1 -+ 03, uniformly in 1 E I. 
ProoJ It is clear that 
Since q(x,@)) < q(x,(A,)), x,(A) < x&J, it follows from (1.5) that 4(x,(A)) - 
q(x,@,)) > A - A,, and hence 
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Similarly we show that (1.6) holds when xl(A) > x&). Inequality (1.6) and 
(1.5) prove the lemma. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let Z be a finite interval. There exist constants K and 1, 
such that the distance between consecutive zeroes of any solution of (1.1) on 
(x,, co) is less than 
i 
Xl 
1 
l/3 
K 
4(x,) + x,q’(x,) 
for AEZ, I> I,. 
ProoJ Let Q(x) = q(x) - (I + I) l/x *. The mean value theorem implies 
the existence of s E (xl, x) such that 
Q(x)-12=(2(x)-A-Q(x,)+A.= 2(1:1)1 ( + 4’6) 1 (x - Xl> 
= wl(x,) -1) 
( S3 x: + q’(s) 1 (x - 2,). 
Hence it follows from Lemma 1.3 that, uniformly in AEZ, 
x E [Xl, XI + 2x;“], 
y+q’(s)] (x-xX1), I-+ 00. 
It follows from (0.4) and (0.5) that there exists p > 0 such that 
Qcx) _ A > p (x,q’(xh + q(xh) (x - x,), 
XI 
l-,co,AEZ,xE [x,,x,+2.x;‘3]. 
Let y(x) be a solution of (1.1) and let (&} be the sequence of zeroes of y(x) 
on (.q, 03). Let A = P(x,q’(x,) + 9(x,)) XI’ and let z(x) be the solution of the 
equation 
z”+A(x-x,)2=0 W 
such that z(&) = 0, z’(&) > 0. Let q be the first zero of z(x) on (r, , co). The 
substitution t = A 1’3(x - xl) transforms (1.8) into the equation 
2 
$g + tu = 0. (1.9) 
Note that z,(t) = z(x(t)) satisfies (1.9) and z,(A 1’3 (cl - x,)) = 0. Let u(t) be 
the solution of (1.9) such that u(0) = 0, u’(0) = 1, and let d be the first zero 
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of u(t) on (0, 00). It follows from the Sturm theorem and Lemma 1.1 that the 
distance between consecutive zeroes of z,(t) is less than 2d. Hence 
(q - &)A ‘I3 < 2d. By (1.7) and the Sturm theorem, C& - rl < r,~ - rl and 
hence (& - &)A ‘I3 < 2d, proving the lemma. 
The definitions of yj(x, A) (j = 1,2) and ml(A) imply that 
Y;(x, A)Y& A> -Y,(x, A)Y~(x, A> = 1. Hence 
Y&T 1) =Yl(x> qy & (0 < x < 4(i)). (1.10) 
It follows from Lemma 1.1 that, if I is large enough, 
Let Z denote an arbitrary finite interval in R i. In the following we shall use 
the notations #(l) or O(1) for expressions involving I and 1 which remain 
bounded or tend to zero, respectively, uniformly in I, E Z as l+ co. Let XI” = 
m, - 2xiJ3 In xI q- V4 (xJ. Since m, -x1 = 4(l) xi’3q-1’3(xJ (see Lemma 1.4), 
it is clear that x: < x1 < m, as I-1 co. If 1 is suffkiently large, we can define 
a function 8,(x) = 0,(x, A) as follows for A E Z, x E (0, ml]: 
B,(x)= 2x;“3(1 + jq(x)p, o<x<fi, 
= In x,q -‘/4(x,+-& fi<xxxx:, 
1 
= 2~:‘~ In xq-“4(xJ, x:<x<m,. 
LEMMA 1.5. For any positive number m, the following inequalities hold 
unifarmly in 1 E Z, x E (0, m,] as I-, a3 : 
(4 YWWY,(~ < ~7, 
(b) Wl*Yy,W < x7? YMY~(-~ < 4(x). 
Proof of (a). Suppose first that x < Ix,. Since q is monotone when x is 
sufficiently large, 
~(n-Q(x))‘l’=~(n-q(x)+ (1+-;)1)“2 >+(L-q(x,)+ (l:;)l) I’* 
=f ((I+ l)l($~))‘” 
>;(-$-$J*>~, l+co. 
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Since Q is monotone when 1 is suffkiently large, Lemma 1.2 yields 
Yl 
( )I 
+ h(x) < 2 ev (-$-$Fij@) < 2e-‘14 <xlm, Z+ co. 
(1.11) 
In the case 3x, < x < m,, it follows from the estimate m, - xl = 
$(l)(x,/q(xJ)“” that x/2 < jx, as 2-t co. The monotonicity of y, and 
Lemma 1.2 show that when jx, < x Q ml, 
Y1 (+)/Y,(x) <Y, (+?)/Yl (+x3 < 2exp (-j$G=GGJ) 
=2exp -+$d 
( 
A- 4(%x,) + -FMx,) - A> 
) 
< 2 exp (-S&m) <xrm, 1-t co. 
This estimate, together with (1.1 l), proves (a). 
Proof of(b). Suppose that a E (x, ml). It follows from (1.10) that 
Now, since y, is monotone and x, N m, as I+ co, we obtain 
YlWYdX) < (a -x> f Y:(x) y20(ml--a)<a-x+2 z’:i 2X[. (1.12) 
1 1 
For x<\/;;T, we define <=x+x;“~(~ +\q(x)j)-‘I*. Since r--x< 1 as 
I+ 00, it follows that 
A-Q(t)>LQ(&+ l)=A-q(\/x,+ I>+ (It l>Z 
<l/z + 1)' 
> k - 4(x,) + 
(1+ 1)Z 
cd% -i- 1)’ 
= I - 4(x,) + 4 
h.6 + 1)’ 
(4(x,)-I)>-$$ 1-b 00. 
Lemma 1.2 now yields 
VI(X) 
YlW 
< &@-I) G-=QiC < &(X-I) lhw 
< 2e-(1/2)xY6 < xr4, l+ co. 
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Substituting r = a and the last inequality into (1.12) and using (0. l), we get 
Yl(X>Y,(X) < r-x+? x; < 2x;1’3(1 + [q(x)))-“*, I+ al. (1.13) 
It follows from Lemma 1.4 that, if x E (fi, XT], then 
xl -x = (m, -x) - (ml -x,) > 2x~‘3q-“4(x,) In x, + $(l)(x,/q(x,))1’3 
> xi/3q-“4(xI) In x1, l+ 00. 
We define rl =x + In xI/q3’“(xr) dxm. Now, from the last estimate 
we get 
In xI & ql”(x,) xi13 & 
q -x < q3’8(x,) ds = q”4(xJ 
.:I3 In xI 
< 2q 1’4(xJ 
XI - x 
(2’ l+co 
Hence r E (x,x,). Since Q(x,) = 1, there exists t E (q, x,) such that 
l-Q(v)= ( 2(‘;31)1) +q’(t)(x,-v). 
Since t < x1, we get 
A- Q(r) 2 : 2(1 ; l) l (x, - 9) = $ (9(x,) - 71)(X/ - r> 
> q(x,) p,-G9, 1-t co. 
This estimate, together with (1.14), yields 
4(x,) A- Q(v) > - xI (x,--x---+xX)> 2w F (x,-x), z-b al. 
Now, using Lemma 1.2, we obtain 
Y,(X) 
u < 2 exp((x - 47) dRZi?> 
1 
< 2 exp - -$ig l.mGF% d/qMx, - We,) 
I 
= 2x; @(x,)/\/T < x;4, I-+ co. 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
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Substituting r;l = a into (1.12) and using (0. l), we get 
In xI xI 
Yl(X)Y2(X> < - - q3’* (Xl) ( 1 
1/Z + O(1) 
x, - x 7 Xl 
2 lnx, xI 
( 1 
112 
<--, 
q3’s(X,) Xl -x 
I-+ 03. (1.16) 
It follows from the monotonicity of y, and from (1.10) that vi(x) y*(x) < 
O,(x) for x E (XT, m,) as I-+ co. This estimate, together with (1.13) and 
(1.16), proves that yi(x)yJx) < e,(x) as l-+ co. 
The substitution of x = x* into (1.15) yields 
YlW> YlW) Y,(V) ___ = v,. . ylo < 2x;4”s(~~‘2~1’2 ( XTrn, 
Y lh) 
I+ co. 
This proves the lemma. 
For x > xI we define functions 
0 f (x, A) = [Q(x) - A] - ‘I4 exp 
Lemma A. 1 yields that every real solution y(x) of (1.1) has a representation 
y’@(x) = c(x) fj:“‘(x, 1) + F(x) qP’(x, A), k=O, 1, (1.17) 
where the limit lim,,, c(x) = q, exists. 
LEMMA 1.6. For every E > 0 there exists a positive number I(E) such 
that, if y(x) is any real nontrivial solution of (1.1) and c(x), c, are the 
function and constant defined by the representation (1.17), then 
c(x) I i --1 <& CO 
for 1> I(E), A E I, and x > xl + x:‘~. 
ProoJ: Substituting x1 = a, F(x) = d(x), v = 0, and z = Iz into formula 
(2.4) of [4], we obtain 
Q” 
4(Q - 12)3’2 
5 Q" 
+ 16 (Q - A)5'2 c(x) + F(x) exp 
1 
?‘tx) = - ,i 
Q” 
- 4(Q _ 43/2 
(1.18) 
5 Q" 
+ 16 (Q - k)5'2 ) (c(x)exp (--2illdmds) + C(x)). 
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It follows from Lemma 1.3 and from (0.2)-(0.4) that if 1+ co then, 
uniformly in 1 E Z, x E [x,, 2x,], 
\Q’(x)\=q’(x)+ 2(l-+3l)1 <0(,)$+2 x:(q(;!--l) 
< O(l) P4(x1) 
-3 
XI 
IQ”(x)/= q”(x)-6 (‘;;)‘I 
213 
4 
(1.19) 
S’W$+6xh(d+4 
43’2(x,) 
s mx:/l. 
Since Q(x,) = 1, it follows from the mean value theorem and from 
Lemma 1.3 that if Z+ 0~) then, uniformly in 1 E Z and x E [xi, 2x,], 
Q(x) -A > x,f:f2x, q’(t) + 2 (I :31) ’ 
= Gl(-%) - n)(x -x,1 > 4(x,) 
2x1 
N 4x (x - x,1* 
I 
It follows from (1.19) and (1.20) that 
I 
2x1 CT2 
xl+xy (Q - lj3’* dx = o(l)jI;x;,3 (xex;l* = O(l), 
s 
2x1 IQ”1 2x1 dx 
(1.21) 
x,txy (Q - Jj3’* 
dx =0(1)x;‘” 
1 x,t a-;/, (x - xJ3’2 = O(l), 
as Z-1 ~13. Using (0.2), (0.3), and Lemma 1.3, we deduce that the following 
inequalities hold as 1 -t co, uniformly in 1 E Z, x > 2x,: 
Q(x) - A = q(x) - (I :;) ’ - A> q(x) - (I ix;) ’ - 1 
1 
= q(x)- (4(x1)--) _ ;I > 46) 
4 -3 2 
lQ’(x)l= q’(x)+ 2(1-+31)z [ = 1q’(x)+$$l (q(x))-A)< o(1)~5’4’x), 
s W) q”‘(X) 
X 4/3 - 
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This yields 
IQ"1 rz 
(Q - Q3’* + (Q f A)‘12 
dx= O(l), 
We now obtain from (1.21), 
IQ"1 I2 
(Q - 1)3’2 + (Q f rl)5/2 
dx= O(l), 
Let 
l-1 03. 
l-+ 00. (1.22) 
1 
a(x’IZ)=s 
Q” 5 Q12 
- 4(Q-A)“/’ +w (Q+5,2 
Since the limit lim,,, c(x) = c0 exists (see [4]), it follows from (1.18) that 
c(x)=c,exp (jpa(tA) (1 +$fexp (2iJilJaQTds)) dl). 
This proves that if x 2 xl + ~f’~, then 
Together with (1.22), this proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let &A) (j= 1,2) be the constants appearing in the 
representation (1.17) for yj(x) = yj(x, A). Then c:(A) c:(A) = O(1) q5’24(xJ as 
I+ 00. 
Proof Let q be the first zero of y&x) on (m,, 00). It follows from 
Lemma 1.4 that 
( ) 
l/3 
q-m,=O(l) XI 
4(x,) + “W’W ’ 
l-+co. 
Since y2(x) is a convex function on (m,, q), it follows via Lemma 1.1 that 
l/3 
’ 
1-t co. (1.23) 
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By (0.5), there exists p > 0 such that 
4 40) 2 (1:,1)1 +q’(t)=2(q(x,)--)Tj-+q’(r)~3T+3q’(t) 
<:p 
( 
4(x,) + W(x,) 
XI i 
(1.24) 
as f+ co, uniformly in t E [xl, xl + 2xi’3]. For x > x,, we define 
It follows from (1.20) that, if I-, co, then 
This implies that if I is sufficiently large there exists xj E [x1 + x:‘~, 
x, + 2x:“] such that exp(iw(xJ) = c$,/]&~]. It follows from Lemma 1.6 that 
yj(~j)( Q(x~) - n) 1’4 = Cj(Xj) ~ + Cj(Xj) ~) -2l4 
0 0 
as I+ co. Hence ]C/ 1 < Iyj(x,)l(Q(Xj) - 12)“4 when I is sufficiently large. 
Now, using (1.23), we obtain 
I c:@> &>I < I Y,(x~)Y,W(~Q(X,) - ~>(Q(x,> - 4)“” 
( 
l/3 
=4(l) XI q(x,) + x,q’(x,) 1 <<Q(x,> - ~)(Q(x,> - 4>1'4 (l-25) 
as 1 t co. There exists tj E [xi, x1 + 2x:/31 such that 
2(1+ “)‘+q’(t,)) (xi-xl). 
ti’ 
Inequality (1.24) now yields 
(1.26) 
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Since x:‘” < xj - x, < 2xi13, we obtain by substituting (1.26) into (1.25) that 
cm cm = O(l) ( q(x,) +x;rq’(x,) ) 
“3 p2(qtx,) + x,q’(x,))2 x2/3 
( 
1’4 
-4 
= O(l)(q(x,) + xlq’(xJy, l-9 00. 
Together with (0.2), this proves the lemma. , 
LEMMA 1.8. Let y(x) be a solution of (1.1) and c0 the constant 
appearing in the representation (1.17) for y(x). Then 
ProoJ It follows from Lemma 1.4 that when 1 is sufficiently large there 
exists t E [xl +x i’3, x1 + 2x;‘“] such that y(t) = 0. Hence it follows from 
(1.17) that 
1 y’(t)) = i(Q(t) - A)1’4 c(t) exp i(’ dw ds) 
XI 
- i(Q(t) - 12-)“4 F(t) exp 
( J 
-i ’ dmds 
Xl )I 
< 2 I c(O(Q(O - 41’4 I 
= 2 I4l 
( 
2(1+ I) I 
s3 + q’(s) 
) 
(t - xy4 (Xl < s < t) 
Lemma 1.6 and (1.24) imply that as 1-+ co, 
1 y’(t)\ < qql) ]cO] 
( 
4(xl) +x;lq’(xl)) 1’4 x;/‘2 
= 4(l) Icolk@,> + w7’w”4 -P. (1.27) 
It follows from Lemmas 1.1 and 1.4 that when 1 is sufficiently large there 
exist r, q E (xl, xI + xi’“) such that 
I Y(7I = y>zI I Y(XIY Y(4) = 0, ‘I > 7, 
and y(x) f 0 for x E (7, n). By Lemma 1.1, ]y’(q)] < ] y’(t)j. Since y(x) is a 
convex function on (r, q), we get 
I Y(7)l < I Y’(l.t)(tl - 711 < I Y’(Ol(? - 7). (1.28) 
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It follows from Lemma 1.4 that 
( 1 
l/3 
r-t,<$w) Xl 
4(x,) + W’W ’ 
l-+CO. 
It now follows from (1.27) and (1.28) that 
y>y, I YWI = I Y(9l G 4(l) I w; l/6 I 4%) 
113 
+ +7’w”4 Xl 4(x,) + w’(x,) 
116 
’ 
2. A LIMITING ABSORPTION PRINCIPLE FOR H 
Let W,(R”)(W,(R +)) be the Sobolev space of twice differentiable 
functions on R”(R ‘) in the generalized sense. If q satisfies the assumptions 
of the Introduction, H has domain 
D(H) = {fE L,(RR) n W:oc(R”) 1(A + q)fE L,(R”)}. 
We shall restate Theorem 2.1 of [4] in the form: 
(2.1) 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that f(Z) E D(H). Then &(x) E D(H’) and 
f&j = V?.f)mj. 
Suppose that Im z # 0 and fE L,(R”). Let u = (H - z)- *jI Since 
(H - z) u =f, it follows from the last lemma that (H’ - z) umj = fmj. Hence 
(H-z)-tf=~“-““~ c (H’-z)-‘fmjYd. (2.2) 
m,j 
Condition (0.2) implies that &(x,l)w fiqyl,(x,A) as x+ co. 
Theorem A.1 implies the existence of a solution U(X, 2) of (1.1) such that 
u(x, A> = (1 + /(I)) (D-(x, A>, u’(x, n> = (1 + )(I)) (Pl(-% A), X’ al. 
(2.3) 
Hence the Wronskian W(r&x, A), V(X, A)) = W(q)+ (x, A), cp -(x, A)) = 2i, and it 
follows from (2.3) and the representation 
Yj(X, A) = &7(x, A) + $JJ(x, A) (j= 1,2), 
505/56/I-2 
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that 
1 = W(y,(x, A), y2(x, A)) = 2(cic;’ - &$) i. 
Now, since p(A) = -ci(A)/c$) (see [4]), we get 
y2(x, A) + p(n)yl(x, n) = (F; - c;c;/c;) U(X, n) = u(x, A)/%$. (2.4) 
It follows from (2.3) that 
y,(x, A) = O( 1) q - 1’4, y; (x, A) = O( 1) q1’4, x+ 00. 
Now, using (2.3), (2.4), representation (0.6), and the Schwarz inequality, we 
see that, for a > 0, fE L:+“(R +), and u(x, A) = R’(A+)f; 
2,&(x, A) = (,” f(s) Y,(& A) df + O(l)) P-(X, A>¶ x+ 00. 
0 
2c@(x, 1) = - & (joWf(S)Y*(4 df + 00) cp-(x9 A)7 
(2.5) 
x+ CD. 
For u EL;l-“,q(R+) andfE Lit”@+), we define 
O” lul’drn Il41-1-~,4= (lo (1 +x)l+a dx)l’zv 
Ilf lll+n = 0 p ]f]‘(l +X)1+” dx) ‘7 
LEMMA 2.2. If a > 0, then R’(A.+) -+ 0 as l--) 00 in the uniform topology 
o~B(L;+~(R+), L; l--“*q(R + )), uniformly in 1 E I. 
ProoJ Suppose that f E Li+O (R ‘). We shall use formula (0.6) and 
Lemmas 1.3-1.8 to estimate IIR’(A+)fll as I+ a. Since the function 
y, = yi(x, A) increases for x E (0, mr), Lemma 1.5 and the Schwarz inequality 
yield 
< 4(x> (xi2- ,,y2 D-l fh + (J;,2 (I +tyta, 1’2 llflll +a) 
<#tl) ax> IlflLta \ (1 + x)=/2 ’ 14 a3,Xf (O,m,). (2.6) 
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It fOllows from Lemma 1.4 that m, - xl = #(x,/q(xr))1’3 as Z-1 co. Hence 
0 < XI + x1’3 - XT = x, + x:‘3 - m, + 2x:‘3q-1’4(xJ < 2~:‘~ In xl, I+ 0~). 
(2.7) 
In the proof of Lemma 1.6 it was shown that 
st-m - 4 Qtx)-nG 4x 9 l+co(x,<x<2x,), I W-0 
2 dX)P~ 1-t al (x22.q). 
We define y’,(x) =y,(x)/lcAj. It follows from Lemmas 1.1 and 1.8 that 
y; IPlt41 =Ylh)= ~tWJ~)1’“9 I+ 00. 
Now, using Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6, condition (O.l), and estimates (2.7) and 
(2.8), we obtain 
* lYl12dS 
9”3tq-o (1 + S)l+a 
4 yf<x:> 
G P3(x1) (lo (1 + $‘+a fh + 
f 
x1+x, “’ Ztm,) 
x; (1 + $‘+a ds 
I 
2x1 
+ 4(l) ds 
Tq+xy (1 + #+a dw + 1 *T,(l 
4(l) ds 
+ ++a d@jX 
< #(l)(~;*-~ + q1’6(xJx;o-1’3 Inx, + O(1) x;~“) 
=0(1)x;“‘*+O(X;‘~)X~1’3-~‘*=0(1)X;~’*, I+ al. 
This estimate and the Schwarz inequality yield 
In order to prove that 
Y’(X) y:; I Y2Wl < 4(x)9 1-b co,xE (0,x?), (2.10) 
we first consider the case y;(xJ < 0. In this case, y;(x) Q 0 for x E (0, ml). 
Using Lemma 1.5 and (1.23), we get 
~~(-4 yf; IY~WI < max(vl(x>y2(x),y,(xp) my I all) G 4(x>, I+ 03. I 
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In case y&x,) > 0, let a, denote the maximum point of y2(x) on [x,, m,]. 
Since yz is a convex function on [a,, m,], Lemma 1.4 implies that 
YlWY&l> < lYX~,)(~, - Xl>Ylhl = m, - xr = Q 
i 1 
-& l/35 
I 
This estimate, together with Lemma 1.5 and (1.23), yields 
Y t(x) yyf I Y2Wl 
G max(vl(x)y2(x>,y,(x;k)Y2(~,)~y,(x;k) %F IY~WI) Q 4(~>~ 
Thus (2.10) is proved, and for x E (0, x7) we get 
l-1 00. 
I-* 03. 
l-1 00. 
(2.11) 
Since y = -ci/cA, it follows from (2.9) and Lemmas 1.5, 1.7, and 1.8 that 
Q O(l) ~“~‘“~)Y~W) Jam Ifi, I ds 
= O( 1) q5’24(x,) $$jMQ 1; Ifi, I ds 
1 
< Ilf Ill+a 
Ztu 3 
Xl 
1-t co,xE (0,x?). 
This estimate, together with (2.6) and (2.1 l), yields 
l-, a3,XE (0,x,*). (2.12) 
Proceeding as in the case x E (0, x1*), we obtain 
< 2x:13q - 1’4(xl) In xI llflll+a n/2, 
l-, o. , 
XI 
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as x E (x7, ml). Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8, together with (2.9), yield 
< 
O( 1) x:/6 
q1’*4(x1) xp’4 Ilflll+a (y&J l/.5 
= q::g$4 Ilflll+c19 I-+ ao, 
as x E (x:, mJ. The last two estimates, together with (2.6) yield 
I+ 00, x E (XT, m,). (2.13) 
From (2.4) we obtain the representation 
‘hk;(J’2(X) +,UJ’,(X))= [2(X&+ fi(X,A)] + i[i-‘V(X,A)+ ifi(X,n)]. 
Lemmas 1.6 and 1.7, together with (2.8), now yield: 
Ic;b*(x) + WI(XNl6 i(l) & 1/I 
( ) 
d$v) x1 ( 
114 
qtx,)tx - -4 1 ’ 
Q !Nl) q-1’4, 
It follows from (2.14) that 
0 p lf(y* +py,)( ds)* < 4(1) vLm Icol A(1 +x)a’ 
I-+ Co, x E (m,, Xl + xi”), 
1-t 00, x E (x, + xy3, 2x,), 
I+ 03,x > 2x,. (2.14) 
I-+ ah x > 2x,. (2.15) 
Now, using (2.14), we get 
(1 xa If(Y* +luy,)l dr)l< (i’“’ Iy2 ‘“:!‘,“” q+xy (1 t s) 
+ 
I 
O” lY*+PJ%1* (js 
(1 + S)‘+= ) 
Ilfl12 
1+n 
2X{ 
Ilf IL 
9(l) Ml:+, 
G lc~I”4viiGi’ 
1-b 03, x E (X[ + xy3, 2x,). (2.16) 
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Estimates (2.7), (2.14), and (2.16) together with (0.1) and (0.2), yield 
G lc;1*q*‘3(xJxpI Ic;I’ ’ 
I+ co,xE (vz,,x,+x;‘~). (2.17) 
Since y1 also satisfies (2.14), it follows from (2.15)-(2.17) that as l--t co, 
I~Axkl-Z’ft~2+~~uy,W 
Ilf lIlta 
(m, < x ,< XI + x:‘3), 
l/4 1 
(1 + X)al* (x1 + x;‘~ < x < 2x,), (2.18) 
d(l) 
Q &(I +x)a’* 
(x > 2x,). 
From (2.4) and (2.9) we deduce using Lemmas 1.6 and 1.8 that as I-+ cx), 
KY*(X) + WI@>) s3.k dsl 
Ilf lIlta 
< fw) .Y 
’ P4h) 
(m, < x <Xl + xy3j, 
< O(l) ( 
XI 
4W(x - Xl) 1 
l/4 
(4 + xy3 < x < 2x,), (2.19) 
< O(1) q-l’2 tx > w. 
It follows from (2.12) and the definition of 0,(x) that 
1 fi IN~+M* In-m & < O(1) Ilfl12 (1 +xy+n \ 1+a, I+ co. (2.20) 0 
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Similarly we get 
1 
4 Im+vl’ drn 
fi (1 + X)l+a 
dx=j; + j;,* 
G!w) ( jz (1 +x)%;xl-x) * 
x, dx 
+i:,:* (1 +x)“~(XI-x) 1 
Ilfll:,, G O(l) Ilfll:,, 
+ 4(l) In 2(xl-x:) lp.llZ 
X7 
1+a, 
I+ o. 
XI 
Using Lemma 1.4 and condition (0.2), we get 
ln(x, - XT) 111(x, - ml + m, - xl*) In(m, -XI*) = 
XP XF x7 
The last two estimates, combined with (2.20) yield 
5 4 lJw+M* am dx < o(1) llfll* (1 +x)‘+= \ I+a~ I+ co. (2.21) 0 
Estimate (2.13) and condition (0.4) imply that 
i 
ml lRV+W GTTI duG h-x?> W)xY3 In24 \/qo llfll2 
x; (1 + X)‘+a X;+5p4(X,) 
1+n 
= O(y3 xl Ilfll:+, = O(l) Ilfll:+d I+ co* 
(2.22) 
Note that (2.18) and (2.19) imply that (R’(A+)f)(x) also satisfies (2.19). 
Hence, using (0.4) and (2.7), we get 
s O” IW+M’ G-FI (1 +X)1+= dx < ml )(I) jX’+X”3 (lxf;;+a ml 
= O(l) Ilfll:,, 
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as l+ co. This estimate, together with (2.21) and (2.22), proves the lemma. 
For real d and positive p we define 
LEMMA 2.3. For any real ,I, and arbitrary E > 0 there exists I(E) such 
that ifz E U+(&, l),fE Lita( and 1> I(E) then 
IIw4fll’1-,,, < 2 Ilfll:+& 
Proof. Let E > 0 and R > 0. Lemma 2.2 implies the existence of a 
number 1(s) such that 
llR’(~+Ml~~-a,q < c2 VII:,, (2.23) 
for I> I(E), A E [A, -R, A, + R], and fE Lita(R ‘). For f, g E L:+“(R+), 
we define a function 
F,(z) = @‘(U d-l-,,q (Im z > 0), 
= (R’@+M id-l-,,q (A is real). 
Let f~ L,(R’) and let llfljo = lljJ~q,~R+~. Since H’ is self-adjoint, 
Imz IIRf(z)fl10 < Ilfll,,. By (0.1) there exists C > 0 such that llfll-1-o,4 < 
C ljj$, for any fE L,(R + ). The last two estimates yield 
IF,(z)1 Q llR’(z)fll-I-,,, II gll--l-cq < C IIR’WSllo ll gll--l-w 
< & llfllo II gll-l-a,q < c llfl’l+aI~~-l-avq. (2.24) 
We now consider the following square ABCD: 
D C 
I 
2R 
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Estimate (2.23) implies that 
JE;~~)l~JJ~‘~~+)fll-,-,,,IJgll-~-u,~~~Ilfll*~,JJgll-~-u,a’ ;1EAB. 
(2.25) 
for z E ABCD we define a function G,(z) = {z - A, + R)(z - &, -R) F,(z). 
BY (2.39, 
max 
G c - 23’2R llfll,,, Ilsll-I-.,,,- 
Again by (2.241, 
The function G,(z) is analytic inside the square ABCD and continuous on 
the sides of ABCD. Hence the last two inequalities, together with (2.25), 
imply 
max I a4/ = max 
~EABCD rEABUADUBClJDC 
I G,wt 
This implies that, if R is suffkiently large, then 
Since this is true for every fE Li + a (R+) and g E L;‘-uPg(R ‘), the proof o: 
the lemma is completed. 
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Suppose thatfE Li+“(R”) and th a z is nonreal. Then the mapping R(z): t 
f Lw-) (f&z)-‘f 
defines an operator R(z) E B(L i+n(Rn), L;‘-“vq(R”)). Suppose that A is 
real. Let ~(2, A) be the solution of the equation (A + q - A) u =f given by 
~(2, A) = R(IZ+)f= xc’-“)‘* 5 $J R’(~S)f~jY~j* (2.26) 
j=O m=l 
THEOREM 2.1. The limit 
exists in the uniform topology of B(L:+“(R”), L; l-n*q(R”)). 
Proof Suppose that Im z > 0, f~ Lita( Then (2.2) implies 
R(z)f= xc1-“ji2 5 2 R’(z)fd Y,j. 
j=O m=l 
Now, using (2.26), we get 
(R(z) - R(tl+))f = x(‘-“)‘~ jto m$l (R’(z)-R(i+))fmjYmj* 
Since { Ymj} is an orthonormal system on SnP1, we get 
I IRo(z)f -Ro(A+)f I* m du (1 +x)1+0 1 ... dx ” R” 
= f 3 IIR'(z)f,i-R'(~+)f,jII'l-, q . * 
j=O m=l 
(2.27) 
It follows from Lemma 2.3 that, for every E > 0, there exists j(s) such that 
llR’(z) - R’(A+)II < + 
for z E U+(A, 1) andj 2 j(s). The limiting absorption principle for H’ implies 
the existence of p > 0 such that 
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for z E U+(A, p). The last two estimates, together with (2.27), imply that, if 
z E U, (A., p) and fE L: ’ “(R “), then 
GE 
I 
Rn If/*(1 +x)l+a dx, .‘. G!x,, 
which proves the theorem. 
Suppose that V(Y) E Lp(R”) and that there exist L > 0 and 6 > 0 such 
that 
(2.28) 
for all f E R”. It is clear that, if 0 < a < 6/2 and u E L;l-aVq(Rn), then 
VU E Lita( Recall that y1 is the solution of (1.1) satisfying the 
condition y, - x’+l as x j 0. 
The following result will be used for treatment of spectral properties of 
Schrodinger operators with a not necessarily spherically symmetric potential: 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let 0 < a < 612. For anyfmite interval I and natural 
k, there exists C > 0 such that, if A E Z and u(X) is the solution of the 
equation 
u + R&+) Vu = 0, u E L;l-“,q(Rn), (2.29) 
satisfying the condition 
I m (VU)mj J’, ds = 0. 0 
for every j and every m = l,..., Nj, then 
I 
IUW IF-m<1 +xY dx 
(1 +#+a 1 
--. dx, 
R" 
< C 
1 
1 Vu12(1 +x)‘+“dx, ss. dx,. 
RN 
(2.30) 
Proojl It suffices to prove that, for every natural k, there exists C, such 
that 
I MZ d-xw +e dx (1 +x)i+a 1 *** a!x,< c, I 1 Vu[*(l + X)‘+a Q!x, *a* du”. Rn Rn 
(2.32) 
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This will be done by induction. By Theorem 2.1, the estimate (2.32) is true 
for k = 0. Suppose that (2.32) is true for some k. We define 
Vu(1 + .)I+6 
w= (1 + 14()1/4 . 
By (2.28) 
I WI < L I WI. (2.33) 
NOW, since ts,i = (Vu),j(l + x)'+"(l t \q1)-1’4 and 0 < a < 6/2, we obtain 
f mI(~u)ti12(1 +x)lra+(*t~)~dx=f= l~ti12:‘l’tlx”;~~‘a+x)k’ dx0 0 
(2.34) 
q 
I 
m Iu;nj12(1 t lql)"'(l t xy du 
0 (1 +x)1+” * 
Since u,,,~= -R’(A+)(VU)~, it follows from (0.6) and (2.30) that 
Using induction on k and the Schwarz inequality, it is easy to prove the 
existence of M = M(I) such that 
I 
a (Umj12(1 t lql)"'(l tX)(k+')6 du 
0 (1 tx)'+o 
Q$f 
i 
O" lu;nj12(l + IW'U t .qkS dx 
0 (1 t xy+n * 
(2.35) 
Our aim is to prove the existence of M such that (2.35) is true for all 1 (for 
all j). Substitution of a t (k t 1) 6 for a and (Vu), for f in the 
corresponding estimates in the proof of Lemma 2.2 yields 
It now follows from (2.34) that 
I %j(xW + x) (k+‘)a’21<#(1) 4(x) II4r& + X)ks’2 II- 1 --a,4 (1 +x)o/2 ’ I-+ *, 
(2.36) 
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as x E (0, ml). Lemmas 1.6 and 1.8 imply that y,(x)/Jc~I satisfies (2.14). 
Hence 
(Yz(X) +wryl(xN mfil ds 
i llflll+a x 
(2.37) 
satisfies estimates (2.18). Now, since 
substitution of a + (k + 1) ~5 for a and (VU)& forfin (2.37) and (2.18) yield 
I umj(x>l 
lI(VU)mjlll+(k+l)G+a 
$U) Xl l/4 
s (1 +x) (k+ 1)6/2tu/2 4(x,)(x - 4) j  
d(l) 
’ &(I +X)(k+1)S12+a/2 ’ 
as I-+ co. Thus we obtain from (2.34), 
( U&X)(1 + X)ck+ ljW2 ( 
IIcjnjj<l + X)kS’2 11-l --a,q 
s d(l) xY ln xl 
(1 + x)a’2 ’ 
1(l) 
s (1 +x)a’2 ( q(x,)(:-x,) 1 
l/4 
’ 
4(l) 
s &(l +x)@ ’ 
x E (m,, x/ + x:“), 
7 x E (X[ + xy3, 2x,), 
x> 2x,, 
x E (m,, x, + xy3), 
x E (XI + xy3, 2x,), 
x > 2x,, (2.38) 
as 1-t co. Estimates (2.36) and (2.38), like the similar estimates for R’(A+)f 
(see the proof of Lemma 2.2), imply that 
I  
O" I"~j12 dm(l +X)(k+1)6 ccx 
0 (1 +x)‘+a 
s O(1) II&& + X)ks’2JI-1-a,q, I-+ al. 
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This proves the existence of M such that (2.35) is satisfied for all 1. Hence 
<M l~l’mu +xlk6 dx 
(1 +x)‘+a 1 
.+- dx,. 
Now, by induction, using (2.33), we get 
f lu12 l/G-ml +X)(k+1)6 . 
I Rn (1 +x)l+a 
<ML2 l4*m 
I Rn (1 + X)‘ta 
4)(1 + X)kS 
. dx, *‘* dx, 
< ML2C: 
5 
) Vul*(l + x)‘+O dx, .a- dx,. 
Rn 
APPENDIX 
Let pj =j(j + n - 2), j = 0, l,..., be the eigenvalues of the Laplace- 
Beltrami operator on the unit sphere of R” (n > 2). Let H’ be the ordinary 
differential operator on R ’ = (0, CJZ) given by 
Hz=!&+,+ @- 1f+3’] +q(x)s 
X2 
The following assumptions will be made about the real potential q: 
lim q(x) = +a, 
x-m q(x) E C2(0, OzJ ), 
and 
for some R > 0. 
Let 1 be the largest root of the equation 
I’+I=#u,+((n-l)(n-3)/4. 
Note that 12 $ except in the case j = 0, n = 3, when I= 0 and in the case 
j=O, n=2, when I=--’ 2. 
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Let Q(x)=q(x)-((I+ l)l.x-*; 
{z)(z-L(<p,Imz>O}, 
let 1 be real, p > 0, and U+@, p) = 
~+(~,P)=~zllz-~I~P,~z~o~. Since 
lim,, q(x) = +co, we can choose number a so large that 
- 3 < arg(Q(x) - z) < 0, Re(Q(x) - z) > 0, q(x) > 0, 64.2) 
for x > a, z E U+(J, p). We define (Q(x) - z)I’~~ (k = 1, 2) by the condition 
arg(Q(x) - z)I’*~ = (1/2k) arg(Q(x) - z). 
For x > a we define functions 
cp* (x, z) = (Q(x) - z)-I’~ exp 
LEMMA A.l. If Im z > 0 then 
(a) q-(x, z) E L2(4 m), v+(x, z> f2 ~5~G-b a>, 
(9 lim,,, P-(x, z)/q+ (4 z) = 0. 
Proof: From (A.2) we obtain 
Re(i dw) = -1m z dw = 1 Q(x) - z Ir’* sin 4 arc sin &) . 
Hence Re(i dw) - Im z/2 &N Im z/2 fi as x + co, and there are 
positive constants c1 and c, such that if x > a then 
Imz 
c1 lh 
-<Re(idG)<c,E 
dG 
and 
(A-3) 
This yields the existence of positive constants d, and d, such that for x > a, 
d,q-1/4 exp (-c21mz~~~) 
<Ir(x,z)[<d2q-“‘exp(-c,Imz~~~), 
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dlq-‘/4exp (cl 1mq;$ 
< Iu,+(w)J < d2P4 exp (c,Imz/;$. 
By using (A. 1) we now obtain that (p+ (x, z) 6E L,(u, a) and 
~~~Ip_(x,~)(‘dxSd:j~exp (-2c,ImzJ~-$L) f= 2c:mz < co. 
a 4 1 
So (a) is proved. Using (A. 1) and (A.3) we deduce that as x + 00, 
Thus (b) is proved. 
THEOREM A.l. For every solution y(x) of equation 
y,,- (I+ 111 
X2 
Y + (q--z)y=o, 64.4) 
(a) if Im z > 0 then the limit 
, I : %  (0+(x, z) 
y(x) =c, 
exis ts ; 
(b) ifz = A is real there exists a representation 
y’k’(X) = c(x) q+f’(x, A) + d(x) fp(x, A) (k=O, 11, 
where the limits lim,,, c(x) = c0 and lim,,, d(x) = d, exist; 
(c) for every real A, positive p, and complex numbers y and 6 there 
exists K > 0 such that 
sup 
I I 
Y(X) <K 
x>o (P+(x, z) 
ifzE~+(~,P),IY(~)-Yl<P,lY'(~)-Sl<P. 
(d) The function c,, = c,,(z, y(a), y’(u)) defined by (a) and (b) is 
continuous in C, x C x C, where C+ = {z ( Im z > 0). 
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(e) There exists a unique solution v(x, z) of (A.4) such 
v(x, z)/q - (x, z) + 1 us x -+ 00 uniformly in z E 0, (A, p). 
ProoJ By direct computation we obtain 
r’;(x,z)+te(x)-z,c*(x,z)=~~( &)“B&Gz~~ 
Z 
(A-5) 
If y(x) is a solution of (A.4) and J?(X) = c(x) qy’(x, z) -t d(x) $?(x, z) 
(k = 0, l), then using (A.5), we obtain a system of equations for c(x) and 
d(x) : 
c’q+ + d’p- = 0, 
c’e;+d%‘;=-[ ($--)“fl~++p++dm). 
AS q[p+ --q-p: =-2i we get 
Since (q+/(o-)(qJv)+)’ = -2i d-, the substitution z, = c, z2 = 
dq-((o+)-’ yields 
4 = 4x, z)(z 1 + q), 
z; = -a(~, z)(z, + z2) - 2i @Z . z2 ; 
(A-7) 
aw=-yq (&“f~+v] 
Z 
1 Q" 5 (Q')* =- -__ 
2i 4(Q - .z)~/~ 16 (Q-z)“‘* ’ W) 
It follows from (A.l) that (x, z) E t,(a, co). From (A.2) we see that 
Re(-2im) < 0 for x > a. Hence we can apply the theorem of Naimark 
[6, Sect. 221 to system (A.7). This implies that system (A.7) has two 
independent solutions: 
z’ zz u’ 1 j and ~5 = of exp (-2ij:dGds), j= 1, 2. 
such that lim,,, r&x, z) = S/” (j, k = 1, 2). 
505/56/l-3 
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With the solution zj we associate the solution w(x, z) of (A.4) such that 
w(x,z)=(z:+z:)~+-cp+ as x-00. (A-9) 
With the solution zj’ we associate the solution V(X, z) of (A.4) such that 
u(x, z) = (z: + z’,) p+ = <u: + 24:) p- - rp- as x+ 00. (A.10) 
If v(x) is any solution of (A-4), there exist constants c, and d, such that 
Y(X) = cow@, z) + 446 z); 
thus, if Im z > 0, it follows from (A.9), (A.lO), and Lemma A.1 that 
c0 = lim Y(X) 
x+m p+(x, z) ; 
this proves (a). 
An application of Naimark’s theorem [6, Sect. 221 to (2.4) when z = I is 
real, yields the existence of the limits 
c, = lim c(x), 
x-100 
d, = p% d(x). 
Thus (b) is proved. We can choose A > a (see A.2) so large that 
1 Am 1 a(x, z)l dx < a (A.ll) 
for z E 0+(&p). Integrating the first equation (2.5) on interval (A, x) and 
solving the second for z2 we get 
z,(~)=z~(A)+~~a(t,z)(l,(f)+z,(t))dt, 
A 
zz(x) = exp 
(zl(t)+z,(t))dt+z,(A) . 
i 
Let M = SUP,>~ {]z,(x) + zz(x)]}. Since 
(A.12) 
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it follows from system (A.12) that if x > A, 
These inequalities, together with (A.1 1) yield M< 2(lz,(A)I + IzZ(A)J). Since 
y(x)/v,+(x, z) = z,(x) + z2(x), we obtain that 
Y(X) I I P+(Xd < 2(lz,G4I + lz*@I>- (A.13) 
The defmitions of zi(x) and z2(x) imply that zr(u) and z2(u) are uniformly 
bounded for z E 6, (1, p) and 1 y(a) - y ( < p, ) y’(u) - SJ < p; hence it follows 
from (A.7) that z,(A) and ~~(4) are uniformly bounded for z E u+(& p), 
1 y(a) - y I < p, and 1 y’(a) - 61 < p. Thus (A. 13) proves (c). 
From the proof of (a) it is clear that 
lim z:(x) = lim z:(x) = 0 (Im z > 0). 
x-cc x+oD 
Since z*(x) is a linear combination of z:(x) and z:(x), it follows that, for any 
solution y(x) of (A.4), 
c, = lim c(x) = lim z1 (x) (Im z = 0). 
X’cc X’cc 
Now integrating the first equation of (A.7) from a to co we obtain 
cf)=zl(u)+ s O” 4,z (zl(4 + z&)) dl (Im z > 0). (A. 14) a 
As we know, zk (k = 1,2) depends continuously on x, z, y(u), and y’(u). By 
(c), z1 + zZ is uniformly bounded as z, y(u), and y’(u) vary in a bounded 
subset of C, x C x C. Noting also that 
I 
T  
a@, z)(zdG + ~40) dt (T2~1, 
a 
is a continuous function of z, y(u), and y’(u) and that Iz la(t, z)I dt 
converges uniformly as z varies in a bounded domain of C, we obtain (d) 
from (A. 14). 
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Let z E 0, (A, p) and let U(X, z) be the solution of (A.4) defined by (A. 10). 
Since 
(k= 1,2), 
it follows from (A. 12) that if x > A then 
z:(x, z) = z:(4 z) +lx a(& z)(z:(t, z) + z:(t, z)) dr, 
A 
u;(x,z)= xa(t,z)(u~(t,z)+u;(t,z))dt+u&4,z). 
I A 
Since lim, -) oD z@, z) = 0 and lim A+m z&l, z) = 1, by letting A go to co we 
have 
z:<x, z) = - 
I 
O” a(& z)(z:(t, z) + z:(t, z)) dt, 
x 
24:(x, z) = 1 - 
5 
m a@, z)(u:(t, z) + u:(t, z)) dt. 
x 
We now substitute U: instead of z: into the first equation: 
24:(x, z) = - exp ( j-;@=ds) j7 &z) 2i 
x 
x exp(-2i d= ds)(u& z) + u:(t, z)) dt, (A.15) 
I 
m 24:(x, z) = 1 - a(t, z)(u:(t, z) + u:(t, z)) dt. 
x 
Let M(z) = sup,,,{)u:(x, z) + z&x, z)l}. Since 
the arguments we used in the proof of (c) imply that M(z) Q 2. Let E > 0. 
We can choose T = T(E) > A such that 
I O” (a@, z)I dt < +, T  
for z E g+ (A, p). Substituting the last two inequalities into (A. 15), we see 
that for x > T(E) 
Id(XJ)- 1i+ 
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and consequently, for x > T(E), z E 0, (2, p), 
4% z) 
P-(X, z) -1 =lU:(X,Z)tU~(X,Z)-l~~~. 
This estimate proves (e), completing the proof of Theorem A. 1. 
We now study the asymptotic behavior of solutions of (A.4) near the point 
x = 0. Inspection of the proof of Lemma 3.3 of [4] enables us to formulate 
the following 
LEMMA A.2. Equation (A.4) has a unique solution y,(x, z) with the 
following properties : 
(a) ~~(4 z> - x’+ ‘, y:(x, z) - (1 t 1) x as x + 0. 
(b) If Q is a bounded domain of C, then yl(x, z)/xl+’ -+ 1 as x + 0, 
uniformly on R. 
(4 ~dx~z) and YX 9 > x z are continuous on R’ x C and analytic in z 
for each x. 
We now consider the self-adjointness of H’. It follows from Theorem A.1 
and condition (A.l) that for each real A there is a solution v(x, A) of 
H’u = lu which is not in L,(R +). So H has no boundary value at co. We 
may therefore use the following results (see Appendix in [4]) about the self- 
adjoint extension of H’/cF(R ’ ): 
(a) If pj t (n - l)(n - 3)/4 > & then H’/cF(R+) is essentially self- 
adjoint, i.e., no boundary condition is required at 0. 
The cases not covered by (a) are easily seen to be j= 0 and n = 2,3. 
. 
(b) In case j= 0, n = 2, i.e., I=- f, the operator H-l’* with 
domain D(H-I”) = {f E L,(R ‘) f-7 HpC(R ‘) Hf E L,(R ‘), lim,,, fi . 
f ‘(x)/in x = 0} is a self-adjoint extension of H-1’2/~~(R ‘). 
(c) In case j= 0, n = 3, i.e., 1= 0, the operator Ho with domain 
D(H”) = {f E L,(R +) n Hp’(R +) H”f E L,(R +), lim,., f (x) = 0} is a self- 
adjoint extension of H’/cF(R ‘). 
Now that H’ has been defined as a self-adjoint operator by (a), (b), and (c), 
we can consider “limiting absorption” for H’. We first construct the 
resolvent (H’ - z)-‘(Im z > 0) by using appropriate solutions of (A.4). We 
begin with the solution y,(x, z) defined in Lemma A.2. Let J be a real and let 
m, be the first zero of y;(x, 2) on (0, co). Since y,(m,, A) # 0 and y, is 
continuous in z, there exists p > 0 such that yl(m,, z) f 0 for z E o+ (A, p). 
We can thus define a solution yZ(x, z) of (A.4) for z E U, (A, p) by the initial 
conditions 
y&q, z) = 0, yXml,z)yl(m,, z) = -1. 
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By Theorem A.1 there exist numbers c’,(z) such that 
Yj(x~z)~(c'(z)+o(l))yl+(x~z) as x-+ co (Imz > O,j= 1,2). (A.16) 
If Im z > 0 then c;(z) # 0, because otherwise it would follow from the 
Theorem A.1 (see proof of (a)) that yl(x, z) = d,v(x, z) E L&l, co) and 
hence vi(x, z) would be an eigenfunction of H’, which is impossible. If 1 is 
real then yj(x, A) are real solutions: by (A.9) and (A. lo), w(x, A) = v(x, A) 
and there exists c’,@) # 0 such that 
Yj(X, A) = c’,(A) w(x, A) + G’,(A) 0(x, A) 
= 2 Re(c’,(J) + O(l)) rp+(x, A) as x-co. 
Since ~$(q, z) and yj(m,, z) are continuous in z, it follows from 
Theorem A. 1 that the functions c’,(z) are continuous at z = 1. Let ,u(z) = 
-c~(z)/c~(z). The limit 
exists. If Im z > 0, it follows from (A. 16) and Theorem A.1 that yZ(x, z) + 
P(Z>Yl(X, z> E WL a). Since Yl(% z) E ~,(O~ 1) and Wronskian 
W(y,(x, z),y2(x, z)) = 1, it follows from [9; p. 13291 that iffE L,(R ‘) and 
u(x, z) = (H’ - z)- ‘A then 
+Y~(x, 4~mf(S)(~dw~ +cl(z)v,(sv 2)) ds. (A.17) 
x 
Let a > 0 and f E L:‘“(R+). We define 
u(x, n) = (Y& A> + P@)Y,(x, 4)~xfW~l(s. A) ds 
0 
+y,(x,~)lmf(S)(~*(~.~) +P@)Y,(s, n)>ds. (A.18) 
x 
Formulae (A. 17) and (A. 18) define linear operators from Lit*@ ’ ) into 
LpyR ‘): 
24(x, A) = R’(A+)f(IZ is real), 24(x, z) = R’(z)f(Im z > 0). 
The following theorem states a “limiting absorption principle” for the 
operator H’. 
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THEOREM A.2. The limit 
lim 
Imz>O,.7+A 
R’(z) =R'(&) 
exists in the uniform topology of B(L:+“(R ‘), L;l-a*q(R ‘)) for any real A. 
Proox By Theorem A.1 there exists a > 0 such that condition (A.2) is 
satisfied and 
as ~>a, z E O+(Ap). (A.19) 
The functions yj(a, z) and p(z) are continuous in z at the point z = 1. 
Hence 
sup 
II 
Y&9 z> +&)Y,(a9 z) 
9-h z) II 
< co 
ZED+(A.,P) 
For each p > 0. Since the ratio 
Y*(~~z)+Pu(z>YI@~z) 
v(x, z) 
is independent of x, it follows from (A.19), the last estimate, and 
Theorem A. 1 that 
sup 
II 
Y&P z) + P(Z) Y I@7 z) 
x>a,rs~$,P) v/-CT z> I! 
= sup 
II 
Y&b z> + Pu(z)Yl(a z> 4x9 z> 
v@, z) v- (xv z) II 
= sup 
II 
Y&9 z) t P(Z)Y,(4 z> V-(6 z) 4% z> 
w-(a, z) - v(a, z> - w-(x, z) 
< co. (A.20) 
The functions ~,(a, z) and ~;(a, z) are continuous in z, which means that 
they are bounded for z E 0, (A, p). Hence it follows from Theorem A. 1 that 
sup 
x>o*rcfi+(A,P) 
(A.21) 
Equation (A. 17) implies that Green’s kernel for R’(z) is given by 
R’(z)(x, z) = (Y& z) +i@)yh z>>Y&, ~1, O<s<x,zE U+(kP), 
=Y,(x, Z)(Y*(& z) + ,4Z)Yl(S, z)), 0 < x < s, z E U+(A, p). 
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Using the continuity properties of ui(x, z) and y2(x, z) + ,~(z)y~(x, z) for 
ZE I+, R’( I( z x, s can be extended continuously to u+(J) p) and it is > 
clear that lim ,ml>o,z-tn(R’(~)(x, s)) = R(k+)(x, s), where the kernel 
R@+)(x,s) is defined by (A.17). Now (A.20), (A.21), and Lemma A.2 
imply that (1 + ]q(x)()*‘4 R’(z)(x, s) is bounded on U+(& p) X R + x R + . 
Using this latter fact and the continuity in z of R’(z)(x, s), the limiting 
absorption principle is an immediate consequence. 
COROLLARY A.l. Ifu(x) = R’(A+)fthen lim,,, Im(ti’(x) u(x)) = 0. 
Proo$ From (2.25) we see that 
Q’(x) = (Y;(x) +rsrl(x))JX& ds +Y:(xff(Y*(s) +PY&))ds* (A.22) 
0 x 
It follows from Lemma A.2 that 
y*(x) = O(1) x-l, I> -&X+0, 
=O(l)filnx, k-&x+0. 
This implies that 
(A.20) implies that 
Hence u(x) = O( 1) fi, x -+ 0. 
Lemma A.2 implies that if v(x) is any solution of (A.4) then xy’(x)/y(x) is 
bounded as x-+ 0. Hence it follows from (A.18), (A.22), and the last three 
estimates that 
Im(Q’(x) u(x)) = Im 
( 
(Y;(X) + @Xx)) ~~.tIF, ds . 4x1) 
+ Im 
( 
YXX)MX) + Y&N (mfh + ih) ds * I)+, ds) 
x 
=O(l)xlnx+O as x+0. 
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